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Health Problems in the Camps 

  
  

Hassaniya Arabic transcript:  
  

',CD /#; -,+#,"ت /. ا-A,"دة و آ=ا؟  ا; و خ"78 56. أ اض أ-. '%23( ی"0( /. ا-,+#*(ا)' &%$#" أ �اع :س
  ؟ /. ا-DG"نأ'(اض 'E#%7 '%23(ة 

و أ #,#"  ا-NK  "$%#O%'، PEQ ا-,%"76ة د 'LE3 أ'(اض، أ) '(ض;LK  "' - %6 M أ K�ل، HHH /#$" أ'(اض:إ��أة
أ-.  'C أ&7E ا-X,2 و HHH أ'(اض L5Tی7 آ=-R  M(ا تK(یO" أ K�-�  G-"$%6 "%A�ء ا-U3=ی7 '3�اLTة ی"0(ة و ه=ا  R(ا 

%Lه" '(ض ب� و HHH 6أي &d`' e حG"0#7 و) أب(ص و) '`] أ'(اض L5Tی7 ت_(ى أ56. ا) G"ن ت[�ق ا-]زم 
أ-. '%23( ی"0( ب#C ا-3(آR  7(ا -OE$* و HHH ./ *$36",T خh]5  ایg. 0%�ی" و '(ض ،ح#,(ون تK(یO" 0%�ی"

و ذا ی"C' )0 ا-%"س '" -5,�اد ا-`K#75 '`] آ#P ا-OA�ب ,L#Eة  R(ا (اض ا-'و أ'L%6 .5 " أ یO' dK3%#%"ت$* ،87أب]
 ;E' l/�3تC#%#E-ا L'ة ،و '(ض رLایn-ا X,2-7 اE&أ (و oی)-ا C' د�Eأت L#Kات  C#و ح3. أ'5. /#; '(ض '%23( ب

 C#اوی)Ap-'(ض آ" ا �ب"0،(`ه C' "%D#/ ; ...'زن (و أ�ا- NK  ل6اض ی"0(ة و"]q(ا L%،)Ogت [`'  وL%6 d]q 
 أ-. ه=ا أآ#L راNK%- sT ا-,%"76 و ا-PEQ... /"ت 6"د ی5D3* و) /"ت 6"د و)/"ت 6"د ی,2.  6"م و أث%#C و ه� '"

 C' d]_-ا "$K53یK NNK  زن و�ا- ،Tرا d'"ه=ا آ s ء�G- -ی7 ا=U3-اويا)Ap-ا d]_-ب(ه" ا"T .. 
 
 
English translation: 
 
S: What are the types of diseases that are wide-spread in the camps, especially since the 
camps, of course, are in the Hamada1? Are there specific diseases that are common 
amongst people? 
Woman: Aaa… There are diseases... I can’t tell you there is just one disease; there are 
many diseases among which… aaa… there is immunodeficiency and… aaa… there are 
many cases of anemia, and this is due to the poor food conditions. And… aaa… there are 
also skin-related diseases due to… aaa… we can say that it is due to sun rays that are 
higher than necessary. For example, the skin-related diseases like allergies or albinism or 
anything of that sort. And… aaa… we also have smallpox, which happens approximately 
every year… it comes every year. And… aaa… chickenpox, which spreads quickly 
amongst children because they play together and spend time together, which makes it 
easy for it to spread between them. And… aaa… we also have stomach-related diseases 
due to… aaa… to the heavy foods like beans which some people are not used to. And we 
also have eye-related allergies, which could be due to sandstorms or high sun rays… 
and… aaa… There are even… aaa… – this is a disease that is spreading more than ever 
before – which is cancer. May God protect us against it… and… aaa… many more 
diseases. There are also children who are underweight. For example, you can find a child 
who has one or two years… aaa… and still he does not walk or talk or… this is obviously 
due to immunodeficiency caused by being underweight and… and all of this is due to the 
poor food conditions that the Saharawi child experiences. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Hamada: The desert region in southern Algeria where the Saharawi refugee camps are located. It is 
basically a barren land, covered not with sand but with small rocks and hard plateaus.  
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